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6 September 2011 
Douglas Leonard 
 
h t t p : / / w w w . r e a l t i m e a r t s . n e t / a r t i c l e / 1 0 4 / 1 0 4 1 4  

In The Hamlet Apocalypse, director Steven Mitchell Wright and dramaturg Chris Beckey with The Danger 
Ensemble players (Katrina Cornwell, Mark Hill, Robbie O'brien, Noa Rotem, Polly Sara, Dave Sleswick and Peta 
Ward) and the crucial assistance of sound and light creatives Dane Alexander and Ben Hughes have produced a 
tour de force of raw, physical theatre pertinent to Generation Y.  

On the evidence of some representatives pontificating on the ABC program Q&A, this generation can appear 
shallow and egotistical but in the theatre is producing work that, as in this case, is refreshing and strikingly 
insightful. Hamlet Apocalypse proved a resounding finale to the La Boite Indie program—La Boite's opening of its 
doors to Brisbane's independent sector. 

There was no attempt to deconstruct Shakespeare's Hamlet but instead to distil its essence, a project which 
electrically proved itself along the nerves of an entranced audience, however fragmentary its final descent into 
chaos and however much it relied on the audience pulling together its own conception of the Ur-play. The rather 
simple conceit was to have the actors perform Hamlet while awaiting an unspecified but awfully imminent 
apocalypse that was announced at intervals by a shattering merge of light and sound which had the audience 
literally on the edge of their seats and the actors dealing with the prospect of their own demise.  

As performers, they clung to what they knew best—performing a play but also performing themselves performing 
a play (in the tradition of Hamlet's play within a play), spinning off in directions suggested by the characters or 
situation they were acting out that struck a personal chord in their own lives. Their energy and passion drew in 
the audience, creating poignant vignettes often absurd, comical or heart-breaking and presented in a fashion 



 

that created the sheer goddamned beauty of life, howsoever bitter the knowledge that these golden lads and 
lasses we so briefly come to know must, implacably, come to dust.  

Hamlet's reduction of man to a “mere quintessence of dust” equals the declaration by the Chorus in Sophocles' 
Oedipus Tyrannus that, “Alas, generations of mortals, I count your life as equal to zero.” In both cases, the fate of 
the protagonist is a paradigm, not an exception. But the Greek play is closer to a sense of moira (fate) conceived 
not as the classical moira of the theoreticians of tragedy but as something darker looming in the distant 
background, something undefined and threatening that cannot take the form of gods, abstract ideas or forces of 
nature. Something “rotten” in the state of Denmark is only a poetic construction for this innate, savage fate that 
entangles us all in a common destiny (the etymology of the word moira means lot, share.) We are all subject to a 
dreadful wound, and guilt towards the divine, whether conceived as Greek hamartia or Christian original sin. Life, 
as the godless Kafka proposes, is a trial. This full force of human tragedy was conveyed in this production by 
accelerating breakouts of chthonic sound and light counting down to an apocalypse that bore no historical 
significance but instead seemed innate to existence, relegating to tragi-comedy a society that prefers to go 
shopping.  

If anything, I would question whether the individualistic 'post-apocalyptic' pronouncements by the line-up of 
actors at the end were altogether too modest, even timid and fatuous after the journey we had taken together. 
The famous “To be or not to be...” speech by Hamlet was saved by Dave Sleswick to this very last, when it was 
underscored by having only the instantly recognisable opening lines quoted. “There is only one liberty,” wrote 
Camus in his Notebooks, “to come to terms with death. After which, everything is possible.” Feeling free and 
charged up after their performance, I wanted instead to raise my fist in the air and collectively take on the world. 

What I admired about The Danger Ensemble was that they seemed to be working at full pitch not merely to break 
the mould of expectation regarding a familiar cultural artefact, but to emulate the tentative, flowing, continually 
improvised balancing act of life itself. They were constantly allocating to themselves private time and space to 
breathe in an atmosphere which seemed despotically totalitarian and to represent their own quotidian lives post 
9/11 where, as in Elsinore, the currency of real political debate appears debased, and scenarios for real 
planetary apocalypse abound. As a company, they seem to be exploring that friable edge which divides the 
tolerable from the intolerable, but they're equally committed to physical precision, lucidity and direct expression 
that comes from training in the disciplines of Butoh and Suzuki method. The Danger Ensemble has created, in 
my opinion, a definitive homage to the tragic muse for its own generation. 



 

 
25 August 2011  
Xanthe Coward 

Just when you think you can't mess with Shakespeare any more, The Hamlet Apocalypse happens. And I mean 
just that. You don't go to see The Hamlet Apocalypse. You go and it happens to you. 

This is bold, brave, exciting, groundbreaking theatre making at its best. Steven Mitchell  Wright is a director 
(and designer) from out of left field and he brings us a production that will inspire and frighten you…especially if 
you’re a performer. A serious study in ensemble and danger (for actors, in the most death-defying ways 
imaginable), The Danger Ensemble brings forth an enviable set of improvisational skills and the fearless 
approach of those at the edge of the world. And they are. The show’s premise goes something like this: “Ok, so 
you’re actors and you introduce yourselves to the audience and you tell them a little about the role you’ll be 
playing. You have 75 minutes to put on your production – let’s say it’s Hamlet – before the world ends. Ok? GO!” 
It’s the perfect vehicle with which to explore the free-for-all emotions and ensuing action of Armageddon Eve. 
Exceptional performers take us to a place between reality and the imagined world of the play. It’s exhilarating 
theatre. 

But there are two – well, three – plays at work here. Unlike any Hamletyou've ever seen, this shortened version is 
all at once the actors' own realities as well as all their fears (real and imagined). The world, after all, is about to 
end. There is something deliberate and foreboding in the way the lines of the play are spoken, in between 
moments of actual reflection, regret, paranoia and passion. There is an authenticity to this Hamlet that we very 
rarely find. Ophelia (Noa Rotem) is truly, joyously mad, the actress pushed to the brink by fear of the unknown 
and, in that state, prepared to meet her fate smiling. Hamlet’s father, the ghost, ever-present, is a shadow and a 
silent scream, covered in ash strewn from above (Mark Hil l  at his Butoh best). Hamlet (Dave Sleswick) is 
damaged, vulnerable, raw and real. We enjoy varying degrees of commitment to character from these and the 
other actors (Katr ina Cornwall , Robbie O’Brien, Pol ly  Sara and Peta Ward), as they drift in and out of 
Shakespeare’s scenes, from actor to character to actor again. With nothing to lose, the voices and heightened 
emotions are their own, and the bulk of The Bard’s play is underplayed, without particular attention to vocal 
delivery or any changes in physicality, I think perhaps for two reasons. The first is to give us a chance (particularly 
if we are not familiar with the play) to see the actor from the character. Despite what we in the industry might like 
to believe, Shakespeare’s is not in fact, a second language for all. The second, arguably, is to allow the actors to 
focus on being the actors. It’s really their story after all, and not that of Hamlet, that we have come to see at The 
Roundhouse. Or is it? You decide. 

 As you will imagine, the necessary urgency and panic comes, as time grows short. Ten (completely random, as I 
discovered after the show) “moments” of otherworldly sound and light serve as the countdown to the end – and 
the ensemble counts, together, building the dread and gradually losing their cool and their care factor, their 
behaviour descending into raucous debaucheries, all improvised. Between Katrina Cornwall  and Robbie 
O’Brien, we witness decadence and apathy, cruelty and comfort, spitting wine into each other’s faces and 
slapping each other to the point of hysterical laughter turning to tears. We are privy to their excessive drinking, 
dancing, sex and violence…it’s a nod to more hedonistic times and exactly what one imagines being acceptable 
at the end of the world i.e. anything at all. In fact, I was waiting for worse (or better, depending, I guess, upon your 
point of view) to happen. The lines blur and conventions are confused, broken down, dissolved by a sudden, 
desperate reappointment of priorities. Chris Beckey’s work as Dramaturg cannot go unmentioned here. He is 
humble and should receive due credit for his contribution to the creative process. We all know good Dramaturgs 
are hard to find. 
Hats off also, to the technical team (Lighting Designer/Technical Manager Ben Hughes, Sound Designer Dane 
Alexander and Stage Manager Jaya Crothers) who are – you guessed it – improvising. There are no technical 
cues in this show; there are just 75 minutes from the beginning until the end. It is the tech crew who are in 
control of this production. And it works. 

 Also working a treat, to terrify us before the countdown even begins, is Wright’s cold and eerie design, putting us 
much closer to the action than many will like. He lights us, the audience, from the outset and has us wondering 
when the spray and splatter of blood will come…the long, hanging plastic sheaths are walls that seem to beg for 
an horrific crime to be committed in the enclosed space. But the only crime in this production, as far as I’m 



 

concerned, is that the audience is mostly completely unaware of any improvisational work happening. Once 
known (and the reason I’m telling you), The Hamlet Apocalypse becomes an even more impressive show. 

Georgina Blythe’s costumes, which the actors don in full view as part of their preparations, are quite perfect, 
giving us a sense of frailty and op-shop frivolity without the summer colour; darkish and brownish and greyish 
and cornflower blue(ish); things thrown together over leggings, in a state of determination, sadness and 
confusion, an attempt to make an appearance for the sake of the audience and not wanting to let on that there’s 
anything wrong. I know there have been times when I’ve dressed in this emotional state and interestingly, people 
seem to think it’s “arty” and not at all “a cry for help”. Bless. Well, what would you want to wear as the world 
winds down?  

And what would you want to do? And where is the last place you’d like to be? And with whom would you want to 
spend your last 75 minutes on Earth? Are these questions you can even bear thinking about?  

You know I’m going to advise that you read the program. Steven Mitchell  Wright’s Director’s Note is perfectly 
eloquent, expressing his unease with “pre/misconceptions” that “get in my way, they stop me experiencing the 
work, stop me dreaming and allowing the work a life of its own.” Audiences attending The Hamlet 
Apocalypse must go with the same open mind. It’s almost as if you enter into a sacred agreement with The 
Danger Ensemble, to let go of any pre/misconceptions and simply – or complexly – allow The Hamlet 
Apocalypse to happen to you. Are you ready for it yet? 

 



 

 
29 August 2011 
Simon Tate 

Five stars 

If you were facing the end, what would you do in your last 
hour? The answer for seven actors is to continue their 
rehearsal of Hamlet, come what may. 

This production by The Danger Ensemble as part of La 
Boite’s Indie Season is simply astounding, real – heart-
wrenchingly real – shambolic, chaotic, philosophical, 
whimsical, hilarious, empathic, angry... how many 
adjectives can you use to describe the nature of life 
condensed into its last 65 minutes? 

The Hamlet Apocalypse is composed of worlds within 
worlds, resonances that continue beyond the fictional 
performance of just the staging of a play. The first world is 
the actors playing themselves, often with brutal and 
confronting honesty, confessing their true beliefs and 
feelings. The next world is these real people portraying 
actors rehearsing Hamlet and finally, the last level is the 
world ofHamlet itself. 

What it looks like, then, is a group of people blindly 
stumbling on as their world collapses around them, 
grasping to the one thing that gave their lives order. Trying 
to stick to lines, situations and relationships that mimic 
their real life too closely; trying to keep going under the 
knowledge that they have no future. 

The choice that Hamlet should be the vehicle for this is 
superb. Everyone knows this play to the point that the 
characters have become caricature – the tortured, 
vengeful youth; the victimised girl; the amusing, protective 
father; the ambitious uncle. How else are we going to see 
past these constructions, to see the truth in them but to 
realise them as people with real feelings and issues in 
their relationships? 

Dave Sleswick (Hamlet) tells Noa Rotem (Ophelia) that he 
loves her with truth enough to break the fiction and everyone’s heart, but like their characters, we know as they 
do, that it’s too late now. Katrina Cornwell (Gertrude) is a matronly figure on stage, constantly pulling the other 
actors back to the job at hand, correcting their lines, and yet she often loses herself to the absurd nature of what 
they’re doing, laughing hysterically as she mimes eating or sprays wine in the face of a giggling Robbie O’Brien 
(Claudius). Through his true revelations 

Polly Sara (Polonius) valiantly tries to keep her shit together while everyone else slowly loses theirs, but by the 
time Polonius is murdered she cracks and, unable to find peace even as a corpse, screams at Sleswick to just 
drag her off stage. After this, her manic chalk scrawling “I WAS HERE” on the floor takes on so much more 
significance than simple graffiti. Mark Hill (Ghost) seems to accept his fate from the moment the play starts. 
Covered in ash, he appropriately withdraws to a different place than the other actors when not speaking his 
character’s text, dancing slowly and beautifully in a Butoh-esque manner, or calmly saying his goodbyes to his 
family. Peta Ward  



 

Laertes/Rosencrantz) is one of the first to realise the futility of the enterprise in some brilliantly dark comic 
moments, but she keeps on going, constantly flipping between fatalism and fun. It is her struggle that to me 
seemed most profound or poignant as she was aware, yet powerless. It is this tension that underlies the entire 
piece and draws the painfully obvious correlation to life itself. 

It is probably because of this that I kept wanting less of the Hamlet; it almost becomes a distraction to the more 
‘real’ work, the revelations that drew my empathy. As the piece continued I was mentally cheering on the 
degeneration of the form; I wanted to see the façade collapse in order to glimpse more of the raw beast beneath. 
As the show progressed, the struggle was to hold on to the world of Hamlet, but still I couldn’t help but want the 
pretence to completely evaporate and show the magic behind the trick. 
As the countdown gets closer to zero and the rough rehearsal becomes more desperate and chaotic, hurtling 
towards destruction, the beautifully disturbing soundtrack by Dane Alexander comes to the fore. It becomes an 
overwhelming presence almost in direct opposition with Ben Hughes’ lighting design, which starts bold and 
intense and becomes more subtle as it speeds towards the end. As the show drew to its climax I found it 
affecting me physically – my breath becoming deeper and faster, my heart pounding, my eyes welling with tears. 

The Hamlet Apocalypse, like all great tragedy, shows that the beauty and profundity of life is made more so by 
the knowledge of its impending end. It is a production which by its nature shows that there is no barrier, no safe 
distancing between actor and character or actor and audience. It denies the experience of sitting safely in the 
dark watching ‘an improbable fiction’, secure in the knowledge that the actors will stand back up after their 
death scenes, that the turmoil and reckoning will be resolved and you can return to a reality knowing that 
tomorrow will be pretty much the same as yesterday. Everything changes, everything is important, everything is 
beautiful, every moment until the end. 



 

 
6 September 2011 
Elizabeth Navratil 

h t t p : / / w w w . c r i t i c a l m a s s b l o g . n e t / ? p = 1 1 2 2  

I sometimes like to imagine what would happen if I could split myself in two? Is it possible for one person to have 
two separate identities? 

I found myself asking these questions during the performance of The Hamlet Apocalypse presented by Danger 
Ensemble as part of La Boite’s Indie program (It’s worth mentioning that the La Boite staff, particularly the front-
of-house guy, were very welcoming and helpful). 

The audience enters the theatre and takes their seats to discover the spotlights are shinning on them instead of 
the actors who are set motionless on stage. It is as if the roles are being reversed and the pre-show audience are 
the performers being watched. 
The show starts with all lights out and an eerie moment of blackness before lights up as usual. The actors line up 
and introduce themselves by their name as the actor and the name of the part they are playing in Hamlet. This 
show is about an acting group performing Hamlet. Some are playing two roles and some females are playing a 
male character. 

The first scene’s action began in slow motion and gradually becomes faster and more frantic. Each scene ended 
with a blinding flash of light and a loud screeching noise at which point all action ceases and the actors voiced a 
countdown. It was as if a rocket was about to blast off into outer space or an atom bomb was about to explode. 
All the actors in this ensemble worked well together under the direction of Steven Mitchell Wright. I found the 
roles often blurred between the characters playing the actor and their Hamlet role. There was an interesting 
concept with the one actor playing two roles in Hamlet in which both were it the same scene at the same time. 

 
There would be countless versions of Shakespeare’s Hamlet and this version would have to be one of the most 
unusual. As the show went on, I found some of it predictable. I was really wanting something unexpected to 
happen, but it didn’t. 

I expect most people have two separate sides, one that they show the world and one they keep private. Which 
one is their true identity? I found The Hamlet Apocalypse asking these identity questions: Were the actors playing 
themselves or were they playing an actor playing a part? The show kept me thinking long after it finished. 



 

 
29 August 2011 
http://www.austral ianstage.com.au/201108294698/reviews/brisbane/the-hamlet-
apocalypse-%7C-the-danger-ensemble.htmlMatt O'Neill    

Steven Mitchell  Wright’s Director’s Notes for The Danger Ensemble are sparse. The director basically 
sets up the premise for the work (an ensemble of actors electing to perform William Shakespeare’s Hamlet as 
the apocalypse approaches) and little else. It’s a strangely comprehensive introduction to the work. As the 
audience leaves tonight’s showing, it becomes apparent that to discuss the work overly much almost reduces or 
cheapens the experience of engaging with it. 

If that sounds like Wright has perpetrated some kind of con or fraud on the audience that does not stand up to 
scrutiny, rest assured that is not the case. Certainly, there is a great deal that could be discussed about The 
Hamlet Apocalypse. It may seem motivated by a simple (and faintly whimsical) conceit but the union of 
meticulous technique and creative artistry embodied within the production could (and probably should) be 
discussed for years.  

As an example, the work often relies on a handful of techniques most frequently associated with German theatre-
maker Bertolt Brecht – techniques specifically designed to divorce an audience from their emotions – but 
actually uses those clinical techniques to create moments of terrifying emotional vulnerability. Dave 
Sleswick’s break from the character of Hamlet to rush a desperate ‘I love you’ to Noa Rotem (playing Ophelia) 
in the midst of the infamous‘get thee to a nunnery’ speech (and the ensuing aftermath) is nothing short of 
devastating – even though it shouldn’t be. 

The work’s visual character is a triumph of both technical ingenuity and creative vision. Employing little more 
than sand, lighting and an austere industrial set, Wright and his ensemble create images and vistas that so 
transcend their technical limitations as to be guaranteed a permanent position within the memories of their 
audience. The death of Hamlet’s father – consisting of little more than a handful of dust dropped onto 
performer Mark Hil l  from on high – is truly haunting.  

There are so many aspects of the work that one could dissect – from the way it veers between tableaus of 
farcical comedy to moments of visceral, destructive beauty to the beautifully realised arc of chaos the work 
follows as the apocalypse draws near. One could spend hours alone debating the distinctive choices Wright has 
made in the staging of Hamlet itself (Mark Hil l ’s  portrayal of Hamlet’s father a definite departure from 
traditional airings) or, if truly necessary, what the premise of the work all means in the end. You just shouldn’t – 
at least, not right away. 

You see, The Danger Ensemble have not created a work that fails to withstand scrutiny. They’ve created 
something that ultimately transcends it. Yes, all of these wondrous aspects of performance can be found within 
the production but they are legitimately mere component parts of a whole so much larger and more remarkable 
than the reductive analysis of this reviewer will ever be likely to capture. If that sounds overly romantic, think 
back to any significant creative work in your life – a song, a book, a poem – and try to explain why it is 
remarkable. The Hamlet Apocalypse is similarly impossible to capture in print.  

Speaking as frankly and as openly as circumstances permit, I know this review seems like an undisciplined gush 
of sentiment. Honestly, I wouldn’t have even thought it even possible to create a theatrical work which justified 
this kind of praise. Such is The Hamlet Apocalypse. I implore you to see it immediately. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

	  

Theatre	  People	  
31 August 2011 
Rachael Dean 

A shocking, surprisingly revelatory rendition of a tragic classic. 

How would you spend your last hour on earth? 

This question is posed to a troupe of actors in director Steven Michael Wright’s reimagining of Hamlet for La 
Boite Indie and The Danger Ensemble. The result is a mise en scene haunted by the underlying threat of an 
undefined, yet undeniably impending, apocalypse. 

The famous tragedy is adapted in disturbingly discordant and disjointed manner that serves as a strangely 
blasphemous, yet ultimately redeeming, tribute to Shakespeare’s seminal work. 

If you hold your Shakespeare sacred, this may not be the play for you. But then again, it may. 

As someone who has long studied and appreciated the Bard, this production was a delightfully different 
perspective on a favourite play. 

I was particularly struck by Dave Slesewick’s portrayal of Hamlet. His playful, physical performance was well 
supported by his onstage counter ego, a garbled version of himself as an actor. The prince’s soul searching 
soliloquies were reinvented amongst the atmosphere of approaching apocalypse. The play, like man, is 
ceaselessly reduced to “the quintessence of dust”. 

Hard hitting, humorous, honest and horrifying, Hamlet has always challenged precepts of life, society, morality, 
love and ultimately death. By stripping away so many of the age accepted traditions of theatre, The Hamlet 
Apocalypse achieves this, and more. In taking audience and actors alike far from their conventional theatrical 
comfort zones, the play allows for the access and experience of truth. 

The strangely stark set with its skeleton of scaffolding leaves no room for denying the show’s seemingly 
dangerous and defiant edict to delve into the meaning of life. Each scene is almost naked, with no curtains and 
no shame the players strip the set, and their costumes, in front of us. 

The Butoh training of several cast members enhances the dramatic choreography. Mark Hill, as himself and the 
King, convulses and contorts as he haunts the show. Gratuitously graphic, his movements are as graceful as they 
are gruesome. 

Providing a powerful backdrop to the drama, the soundscape meanders between atmospheric music and the 
sudden screams of what I can only refer to as staccato blasts of digital overload. This and the almost painful 
brightness which precedes the sheer shock of total blackouts combine, like close range thunder and lightning to 
leave the audience gripping their seats and begging to abandon their suspension of disbelief. 

So if you like your theatre quaint, this is not the play for you. Nor indeed are any of La Boite’s Indie series for that 
matter. Instead, as in this quirky polemic, you’ll find a rare emotional and energetic exuberance of existential 
crises and edgy interpretations. For in the fanciful, frenetic frenzy that the show descends into, there is more 
desperation and confusion than calm elucidation. Juxtaposed with a shrill darkness, this play ends as it begins, 
decidedly uncertain and open to interpretation. 

Ultimately, as The Hamlet Apocalypse reaches its final crescendo the audience is left with more questions than 
answers. And that is how theatre should be. 



 

 
29 September 2009  
Tim Richards 
 
HAMLET has been used as an inspiration for Fringe acts so often you’d think there was nothing left to gain from 
the Dane; but it turns out the boy has a few tricks left.  Six actors in a rag-tag assortment of costumes introduce 
themselves as playing characters in a production of Shakespeare’s tragedy.  What follows is a distillation of 
Hamlet, interrupted periodically by a piercing sound that prompts the next numeral in a countdown to zero.  
There’s a sense of approaching doom, grimly accepted by the actors as they accelerate through the text to its 
tragic finale.  Occasionally they break out of character to deliver a short commentary  on their feelings on 
mortality.  It’s a neat connection with Hamlet’s morbid pre-occupations, reinforced by an evocative soundscape 
and the actors’ seamless discipline.  This fine piece of theatre forces us to see the familiar classic in a stark, 
fresh light. 

 



 

 
28 September 2009 
Anne-Marie Peard 
I don’t want to call favourites on the opening weekend of the Fringe, but The Hamlet Apocalypse proves that the 
experience of theatre can be something we can’t explain and something that defies mere words. 

Six actors are spending the night before the end if their world rehearsing a play. There could be no other choice 
than that one with a play within the play, where everyone dies and that forces the cast to contemplate that they 
are soon not to be. 

Under the taut direction of Steven Mitchell Wright, The Danger Ensemble (who have been gallivanting the globe 
with Amanda Palmer) have devised a telling of Hamlet that captures the soul of this greatest of great works and 
intertwines with it with a story so personal and intense that I had to remind myself to breathe. 

Developed using a disciplined mix of the Japanese Butoh (sic) and Suzuki (Tadashi) techniques, this telling is 
about emotion and essence. Although we hear moments of Shakespeare’s perfect text (yes I love Hamlet), the 
words are almost meaningless, as the emotion and the heart of the story is expressed physically. I’ve seen many 
Hamlets, but this is the first time I’ve gasped at the finality of ‘To be or not to be’. These storytelling techniques 
let us feel the emotion of a story in our hearts before our brains catch up and think about the words. 
Shakespeare might well have abandoned words had there been a Butoh troupe in Stratford. 

As the evening heads towards its climax, the line between their Denmark and their reality blurs and melds. 
Hamlet has to reject Ophelia, but Lloyd loves Tora; Polonius has lost a daughter, but Peta knows that she will 
never have children. 

The six face their end together but alone and perhaps they hope that there is a Horatio in the audience to tell 
their tale and a Fortinbras to bear them away with honour. 
The intimacy of La Mama intensifies experience of The Hamlet Apocalypse, so make the most of this season 
before this contemplative and shiny find is grabbed by festivals everywhere. 



 

 
Kate Foy  
26 August 2011 

Back to the theatre last evening for the first performance of the final production in La Boite’s 2011 Indie 
program. It’s The Danger Ensemble’s The Hamlet Apocalypse directed and designed bySteven Mitchell  
Wright. It’s had previous seasons in Melbourne and Adelaide, and it’s now back home. Last night was the first 
time I’ve caught a piece from The Danger Ensemble and I’m very glad I did. Its intelligent, gutsy theatricality and 
complexity will please some and, just possibly, repel others. Whatever you do, leave your preconceptions in the 
foyer. As the website has it The Hamlet Apocalypse is a dsytopia of the now generation, a silent party, a 
desperate plea, a rambunctious prayer… Seven actors stage Hamlet on the eve of the apocalypse. As the line 
between fiction and reality blurs; the actors, their characters and their worlds collide and are distilled into the 
simplest of human states. It’s about the power of death and the value of life. 

The sheer energy of the ensemble at work and of the production itself is mightily affecting. Certainly, you cannot 
hide in the usual safety of the dark auditorium. Dane Alexander‘s sound and Ben Hughes‘ lighting are terrific 
and cruel!  From the moment you enter you are caught in the spotlight – literally. The show gets its claws into you 
and, from this point until the final blackout, you are jumping in your seat.  For 75 minutes there is no exit, no 
retreat for audience or performers … 

The theatrical intelligence and driving engine at the heart of this work is its amalgamation of theatrical ideas. 
None of them of itself is especially innovative but, when taken together and woven through with the group’s 
particular aesthetic and performance skills, it makes for a riveting experience. Chris Beckey‘s dramaturgy 
should be acknowledged here. 

Take (arguably) the greatest play ever written, break down that fourth wall, set up a play within a play – well, it’s 
going to be a play within a play within a play for at least one scene in Hamlet, isn’t it – confine a group of 
individuals within a space, add a malevolent force out there – new gods, old ones, death, techno-apocalypse, the 
end of the play?  It doesn’t matter really. Ratchet up the tension with an inbuilt count-down clock, keep wrong-
footing the audience by switching from actor to character and back again – and let the chaos rip. 

The Danger Ensemble’s The Hamlet Apocalypse is unashamedly, wildly theatrical. It’s first-rate, challenging 
theatre at full-tilt. Experience it. 

And rip it does. Hamlet the text, Hamlet as the iconic, blue-ribbon cultural artefact that we all know so well is not 
so much deconstructed as disembowelled. I swear the set reminded me of nothing so much as D e x t e r  
M o r g a n ‘s portable, plastic shrouded kill zones; the humour at work in Hamlet Apocalypse is just as blackly 
and bleakly subversive as that found in Jeff Lindsay’s stories and the cult television series. 

The Hamlet Apocalypse reflects many of the concerns found in one of contemporary theatre’s more pervasive 
aesthetic forms. Whilst not the first artistic movement to be focussed on the cruel and grotesque, decay and 
death, the post-WWII Japanese dance form known as Butoh (The Dance of Darkness) has resonated strongly with 
many western theatre makers. Butoh, what some scholars see as a fusion of German Expressionism and 
traditional Japanese forms, had developed in the work of some contemporary dance practitioners in the decades 
following the nuclear holocausts in Japan. During the past 60 years, Butoh has continued to develop with 
significant effect upon physical theatre practitioners within Japan and around the world. 

Traditional Japanese art has long revered the ‘strange beauty’ in the unconventional, whilst the terror of 
annihilation matched by the beauty of human endurance is found in most Butoh-inspired work. You can’t miss 
the reflection of this aesthetic in The Hamlet Apocalypse – in the ruthlessness of its lighting and sound, the joy 
and playfulness in the midst of terror and in reaction to it, and in the controlled and chaotic movement patterns 
of the performers. The actors spray and spit wine and water creating an unholy or, perhaps, a holy mess in 
celebration of humanity. Then there are the constant clouds of dust which trickle in a stream at first from above 
to coat and create the dead King Hamlet, but it comes back again and again rising into the air as actors speak 
and move about. It is a constant reference to death or maybe even radiation fallout. By the way, Georgina 
Blythe‘s costumes, which we watch the performers add at the start of the play within the play, are just terrific – 
beautiful, decaying wrecks of adornment. 

The ensemble of seven performers (Katr ina Cornwell , Mark Hil l , Robbie O’Brien, Noa Rotem, Pol ly  
Sará,Dave Sleswick, and Peta Ward) is wonderfully diverse; as individuals they have strong and distinctive 
stage presence. Physical prowess and confidence are signal strengths of the ensemble which, in this production, 



 

are exploited via bodies in repose and response, in movement and in extremis - unfolding and unravelling the 
work’s characters, its narrative and themes. 

 


